Werewolves of the Sea: Deep sociality along the North Pacific Rim

North Pacific mythology and sea mammal hunting practices reveal a mutual exchange between humans and killer whales (*orcinus orca*). This beneficial relationship is reflected in maritime legends that tell of a primordial bond between wolves, orcas, and humans. Imagined as a shape shifter that switches seasonally between wolf and whale form, killer whales play a pivotal role in maritime hunting communities past and present.

Tracing human-orca relationships along the Pacific Rim shows not only a common mythological substrate and an intricate human-animal companionship that developed and co-evolved over hundreds of years, but furthermore sheds light on how humans relate to other sentient and highly intelligent beings outside of their own species. Comparing indigenous knowledge with the understanding that behavioral ecology and evolutionary biology have about orca communities reveal distinctive epistemologies, yet come to surprisingly similar conclusions.
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